The problem of comparison of structural similarity has been complex and computationally expensive. The first step to solve comparison of structural similarity in 3D structure databases is to develop fast methods for structural similarity. Therefore, we propose a new method of comparing structural similarity in protein structure databases by using topological patterns of proteins. In our approach, the geometry of secondary structure elements in 3D space is represented by spatial data types and is indexed using Rtrees. Topological patterns are discovered by spatial topology relations based on the Rtree index join. An algorithm for a similarity search compares topological patterns of a query protein with those of proteins in structure databases by the intersection frequency of SSEs. Our experimental results show that the execution time of our method is three times faster than the generally known method DALITE. Our method can generate small candidate sets for more accurate alignment tools such as DALI and SSAP.
Introduction
The prediction of protein functions has become a hot topic and major concern in bioinformatics. Protein functions usually depend on the 3D structures of proteins. One approach for predicting protein structures is to compare new proteins with those proteins whose structures have been known by their sequence and structure similarity. The first step to solve this matter is to develop fast structure comparison algorithms. The problem of protein structure comparison is grouped into two categories: 1) pairwise protein structure comparison and 2) a similarity search toward 3D protein structure databases to find the most similar structures in databases and then predict functions based on these structures.
It is much more complex and computationally expensive to compare a query protein with structures in 3D structure databases. Previous work [5, 6, 9] has proven that the comparison problem is quite complicated. Also, there is no exact solution to the protein structure alignment problem, the best solution being the heuristic algorithms used in the calculation. When performing a database search, all these methods practice exhaustive searches. The algorithms used to find the superposed substructures stop if the alignment does not change much or the iteration count exceeds some maximal values. In most cases, existing comparison systems such as DALI [6] and VAST [9] do not provide timely search results.
The goal of this work is to develop a method for rapid similarity search in 3D proteins structure databases. Our approach is to adopt a Multi-step query process such that includes a filtering and refinement step in order to reduce search cost. Our method will be used as a filter step for existing sophisticate structural alignments.
In this paper, we describe a method to compare topological patterns of 3D structures using spatial topological operators with the Rtree multidimensional index. We approximate SSEs to vectors and represent them with spatial types. Spatial representation of Secondary Structure Element (SSE) vectors is indexed with Rtrees and topology of proteins is derived by spatial operators. Rtrees facilitate a search algorithm that compares the topological patterns of SSE vectors in 3D structure databases.
This work contributes a method of fast structure comparison that reduces the set of possible candidate sets by using fast filtering with a multidimensional index. We consider that spatial topology is preserved under topological transformation such as translation, rotation and scaling. These properties are invariant even if the shape of proteins, such as length and angle, is easily changed. Even
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the computation cost for discovering patterns of topology relations is less expensive than cost for searching complete matching geometry. For this reason, we consider topological properties of proteins as a suitable property for a filter step of structure comparison.
Topology of Proteins with Spatial Relationship
Each application of structure analysis uses different structure levels and different features. Proteins have various representations of geometry that directly affect both the size of the input and the algorithmic complexity of the computing similarity of geometry. In this section, approximation and the representation of protein structures to spatial objects are described. Topological properties using spatial relations are also presented.
Approximation of Protein Structures and Representation with Spatial
Types. We represent the geometry of different levels in protein structures with spatial types. Each amino acid is approximated to a central Cα atom to which are attached a hydrogen atom, carboxyl and amino groups and a specific side chain residue. Thus, the primary structure of a protein is the ordered list of amino acids. We represent a Cα atom of each amino acid in a sequence by a spatial 3D point and handle a sequence as an ordered set of points.
The most common secondary structures are the helices and sheets consisting of strands. SSEs have two ending Cα atoms and a list of Cα atoms between them. A SSE is approximated to a vector between two ending points of the SSEs. Therefore, SSEs are modeled as line segments of 10 -20 points. Proteins could be considered as mixed sets of points and segments.
The representation of SSEs reduces the size of the input data for the similarity search and facilitates fast retrieval of folds or motifs from the 3D protein structure databases at the filtering step of comparison. The atomic description of proteins can be used in the refinement step.
Topology of Protein Structures. Biologically, topology refers to the three-dimensional fold. More specifically, for given spatial arrangement of SSEs, the topology describes how these elements are connected. For example, Fig.1 shows a 3D structure of a protein, while its topology is shown in Fig.2 . The topology of protein structures is more diverse than that of structure levels. We group the topology of proteins into three categories: primary, secondary and tertiary topology. Primary topology includes SSE's type and length. In Fig.2 , secondary topology includes SSEs' order along the backbone, SSE direction and SSE proximity. Tertiary topology includes the spatial arrangement of SSEs in 3D space.
In terms of spatial properties, we focus on SSE proximity and the spatial topology of SSEs in 3D space. Spatial topology is represented by eight topological relations, which are defined as 9IM (Intersection Matrix) [7] . The spatial arrangement between SSEs is represented by topological relations in Fig. 3 and inferred by topological operators from coordinates of the two ending Ca atom in SSE vectors. Here, we use four major relations such as crossover, equal, touch and overlap among eight relations, and these relations are computed by using topological operators based on the join operation of the two RTree index.
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Fig. 3. Topological Relations
The SSEs proximity [10] describes the nearest neighbor SSEs which satisfy the minimum distance from a given line segment encoding the SSE vector to end points of SSEs vectors under threshold distance. Proximity of SSEs to the preceding element denotes packing of SSEs. In Fig. 4 , (X) denotes considered proximal if dc, db are < 12.0 Å. (Y) indicates not proximal because the nearest points to a, b, c and d are not between the secondary structure end points. 
Topology Pattern Discovery
To facilitate a similarity search for databases, we discover topological patterns from all the structures in a 3D structure database which store SSEs as spatial objects. The discovered patterns are inserted into the 3D structure database. With the representation scheme described in the previous section, a discovery algorithm constructs topological pattern lists by investigating topological relations that have occurred in protein structures. A topological pattern list composes a combination of binary and n-ary topological relations sorted by SSE's order along the backbone. Each type of the binary topological relation in the topological pattern list is mapped to each character as shown in Table 1 . Thus, the topological pattern lists are those of topology strings. To find similar structures, a similarity search algorithm ultimately compares the lists of topology strings for a given query with those of structures in a database. This section denotes the construction of the topological pattern lists and how to map them to the lists of topology strings.
There are fifteen possible topological relations considering SSE types to combine a binary topological relation. Given a protein P ={ S 1 , …. S k }, S i and S j are SSEs, the types of a SSE are S T = {H, S}, a set of topological relations R={overlap, touch, crossover, equal, proximity}, where 0 < i ,j < k, k is number of SSEs in Protein P, H = Helix and S= Strand. On the Convergence of Bio-, Information-, Enrivonmental-, Energy-, Spaceand Nano-Technolgies
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Definition 3 (topological pattern list) Let T = <(S 1 ⊙ S 2 ), ((S i ⊙ S q ) , (S q ⊙ S j )), (S n-1 ⊙ S n )> be topological pattern list, where T= {R 2 , R 3 , …., R n }, 1< i <q, and q< n ≤ k and |T| is all the topological relations appearing in protein P.
The n-ary topological relation reveals consecutive contact patterns of SSEs. Topological pattern lists present combination patterns of the binary and n-ary topological relations. All the binary topological relations are mapped to characters as shown in Table 1 in order to make the comparison algorithm efficient. Therefore, the n-ary topological relation is represented by a string, so it is called a topology string. The topological pattern list is denoted by a set of topology strings.
Similarity Search
When a query structure is submitted, geometric features are extracted and represented in the same manner as described in the previous section. All the topological relations in the query structure are explored and the list of topology strings is built in the same way. Then we compare the list of topology strings.
The matter of similarity search is inferred to the comparison of lists of strings between query protein and proteins in the database. Proteins are ranked by frequencies of matched strings among database objects against the query protein. This section describes measure of similarity between a query structure and a structure in a database.
Searching Database. Similar structure matching problems can generally be defined as follows: given two sets of geometric features like line segments, determine the largest common subsets that are geometrically similar. Similarity between two proteins is determined by frequencies of matched pairs of topology strings between two topological pattern lists. To consider geometry similarity as well as topological relations, we prune protein with constraint of difference of length of SSEs together with topological relations in the comparison step. To compute similarity score, we calculate intersection frequency as follows: given the topology strings sets for query protein Q={a 1 , {a 2 , a 3 }, ……, {…a n-1 ,a n }} and a protein in the database P={b 1 , b 2 , ……, b m }, find the maximum-intersection frequency of the matched pairs of strings, such that the difference rate of the length between a pair of the matched SSEs in common strings is at most δ (0.5<δ <2). The two topology strings a 1 Maximum frequency is equal to number of elements in the intersection set between P and Q. The similarity score S is calculated as (the total number of SSEs in the pairs of the matched strings /(number of SSEs in a query protein) + (number of SSEs in a protein in a database)).
Scoring and Ranking. The results are ranked according to similarity score S and then reported. We calculate the scores of all the proteins in the database simultaneously and report the top 10 scores and top 1,000 scores rather than set the cutoff scores for S.
Experiments and Evaluation
This section outlines our analysis of performance for the proposed algorithms using experimental data. To evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of our method, we used the PDB Release #101. The database used in our experiments is a subset of PDB and contains 586 proteins which are representative proteins from difference SCOP Classes. In our first experiment, we evaluated the performance of our method. We used the same query proteins which Singh and Brutlag [8] used for assessing the existing structure comparison programs as shown in Table 2 .
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Title of Publication (to be inserted by the publisher) We evaluated the accuracy of compassion results in a second experiment. This experiment was restricted to the N-termial Zn bining domain of the HIV integrates family that belong to DNA/RNA -binding 3-helical bundle fold and all alpha class in the SCOP. Our similarity search algorithms were run on a Compaq ProliantML330e server with an 800 MHz CPUs and 512bytes memory. We used the spatial types and topological operators in ORACLE 8i DBMS. Experiment 1: Performance. Execution time for similarity search to three sample proteins is shown in Fig 5. The results show that our method is, approximately, up to three times faster than DaliLite [7] . Experiment 2: Accuracy. We compared our results with the SCOP classification hierarchy. If the family where the query protein belongs to in the SCOP database is consistent with that of our results, it is counted as a true positive. We calculated the positive predictive value (PPV) for evaluating the accuracy of the comparison as follows. PPV = (number of True Positives/ True Positive (TP) +False Positive (FP)) * 100 Table 2 . Accuracy evaluation It is observed that the matched proteins are almost the same as those of the SCOP family as shown in Table 2 . However, the cases where the PDB flat files lack SSEs or have missing values for SSEs even though proteins in PDB flat files actually have enough SSEs, do not denote exact results. The reason is that we implemented a parsing algorithm to extract SSEs from PDB flat files. For example, the number of true positives for protein 8fab is worse than that of the other two proteins. The overall results of our method are similar to the results of the SCOP classification hierarchy. The accuracy of comparison of structures is reasonable to be accepted as a filtering step for structure similarity search.
Advantages and Disadvantages of the Proposed Method. Compared with the existing methods, this method uses spatial characteristics of protein structures that are purely represented through use of the existing spatial database. This approach has an advantage of speed in performance. It is nearly three times faster than the current implementation of DaliLite. In addition, the 
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representation of protein structures with spatial types provides a framework for management and analysis of proteins structures.
Despite its very fast search response, our method does have some disadvantages. One is that it is most likely to fail when the parser of PDB flat files is unable to make reliable secondary structure assignments. The second disadvantage is the time required to build a topology pattern list. In our experiment, it took 1 hour and 23 minutes to represent protein structures with spatial types and to build the topology pattern list on around 586 proteins. This does not affect the performance of the database search because the topology pattern lists do not require online processing.
Conclusions
To improve performance of existing structural comparison for protein 3D structure databases, we proposed a fast similarity search based on topological pattern discovery. This paper described the representation of SSEs to spatial types and discovery of topological pattern using eight spatial topological relations with a multidimensional Rtree index. The experimental results show that this method rapidly generates small candidate sets to be used in more sensitive and slower structural alignment. Our study indicates that the topological properties of protein structures are proper to be used as a filter step in a fast structural similarity search because the topology of protein structures is invariant even though the geometry of protein is sensitive to its changes. We also recognize that spatial database theory can be applied to manage the newly emerging protein structure data.
